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As the United States pushes for war on Iraq, Arundhati Roy, the internationally acclaimed author of The God
of Small Things, addresses issues of democracy and dissent, racism and empire, and war and peace in this
collection of new essays.

The eloquence, passion, and political insight of Roy’s political essays have added legions of readers to those
already familiar with her Booker Prize-winning novel. -Invited to lecture as part of the prestigious Lannan -
Foundation series on the first anniversary of the unconscionable attacks of September 11, 2001, Roy
challenged those who equate dissent with being "anti-American." Her previous essays on globalization and
dissent have led many to see Roy as "India's most impassioned critic of globalization and American
influence" (New York Times).

War Talk collects new essays by this prolific writer. Her work highlights the global rise of religious and
racial violence. From the horrific pogroms against Muslims in Gujarat, India, to U.S. demands for a war on
Iraq, Roy confronts the call to militarism. Desperately working against the backdrop of the nuclear
recklessness between her homeland and Pakistan, she calls into question the equation of nation and ethnicity.
And throughout her essays, Roy interrogates her own roles as "writer" and "activist."

"If [Roy] continues to upset the globalization applecart like a Tom Paine pamphleteer, she will either be
greatly honored or thrown in jail," wrote Pawl Hawken in Wired Magazine. In fact she was jailed in March
2002, when -India's Supreme Court found Roy in contempt of the court after months of attempting to silence
her criticism of the government.

Fully annotated versions of all Roy's most recent -essays, including her acclaimed Lannan Foundation -
lecture from September 2002, are included in War Talk. Arundhati Roy is the winner of the Lannan
Foundation’s Prize for Cultural Freedom, 2002, and will be returning to the U.S. in association with the
Lannan Foundation in 2003. Roy’s most recent collection of essays, Power Politics, now in its second
edition, sold over 25,000 copies in its first 12 months.
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From reader reviews:

Kimberly Hopkins:

What do you concentrate on book? It is just for students because they are still students or the idea for all
people in the world, the actual best subject for that? Only you can be answered for that question above.
Every person has diverse personality and hobby for every other. Don't to be forced someone or something
that they don't would like do that. You must know how great and important the book War Talk. All type of
book are you able to see on many options. You can look for the internet methods or other social media.

Andrew Joy:

Reading can called mind hangout, why? Because when you are reading a book specifically book entitled War
Talk your head will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in most aspect that maybe unidentified for
but surely will become your mind friends. Imaging just about every word written in a book then become one
application form conclusion and explanation that will maybe you never get just before. The War Talk giving
you yet another experience more than blown away the mind but also giving you useful info for your better
life within this era. So now let us explain to you the relaxing pattern is your body and mind are going to be
pleased when you are finished reading it, like winning an activity. Do you want to try this extraordinary
investing spare time activity?

Susan Larabee:

Your reading sixth sense will not betray you, why because this War Talk publication written by well-known
writer who knows well how to make book that may be understand by anyone who read the book. Written
with good manner for you, dripping every ideas and publishing skill only for eliminate your personal hunger
then you still skepticism War Talk as good book not merely by the cover but also by content. This is one
book that can break don't determine book by its handle, so do you still needing one more sixth sense to pick
this specific!? Oh come on your studying sixth sense already said so why you have to listening to one more
sixth sense.

Robert Cox:

Beside that War Talk in your phone, it could possibly give you a way to get more close to the new
knowledge or information. The information and the knowledge you can got here is fresh in the oven so don't
become worry if you feel like an outdated people live in narrow town. It is good thing to have War Talk
because this book offers to you personally readable information. Do you sometimes have book but you don't
get what it's all about. Oh come on, that will not end up to happen if you have this in the hand. The
Enjoyable set up here cannot be questionable, just like treasuring beautiful island. Techniques you still want
to miss that? Find this book along with read it from right now!
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